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On his 2nd meeting kept on 29th January 1988, The Council of the Faculty of Mining, Geology and Petroleum Engineering, University of Zagreb, decided to issue permanent annual publication "The Mining-Geological-Petroleum Engineering Bulletin" ("Rudarsko-geološko-naftni zbornik"). The first volume had been issued anent significant jubilees in 1989:
- 70 years from establishment of the "Chair and department of mineralogy and geology" at the High technical school in Zagreb,
- 50 years from establishment of the "Department of mining and metallurgy" at the Technical faculty (University of Zagreb),
- 40 years from establishment of the study of Petroleum Engineering at the Mining department of Technical faculty (University of Zagreb), and
- 20 years from establishment of the "Higher mining geological school" in Varaždin (later "Higher geotechnical school"), as part of the Faculty of Mining, Geology and Petroleum Engineering (University of Zagreb).
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